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Munich, June 23, 2017

Siemens acquires provider of monitoring
systems for rail rolling stock and infrastructure
 Siemens Mobility Division further expands digitalized service and
maintenance business
 MRX Technologies provides condition monitoring for rolling stock and rail
infrastructure and inspection systems for rail networks
 MRX Technologies will operate in the Mobility Division as a legally
independent affiliated company of Siemens AG

Siemens acquires the MRX Technologies Group, headquartered in Perth, Australia,
and is further expanding its offering in the field of predictive maintenance based on
digitalization. The Group is comprised of JRB Engineering Pty Ltd., MRX
Technologies Ltd., MRX Rail Services Pty Ltd. and MRX Rail Service UK Ltd. The
parties agreed not to disclose financial details of the acquisition. The acquired
company will be managed as a legally independent firm within the Siemens Mobility
Division. Closing of the transaction is expected early in July.

The MRX Technologies Group has been offering services for manufacturers and
operators of rail systems since 1996. The company has a comprehensive portfolio
for the digitalized condition monitoring of rolling stock components and rail
infrastructure. It delivers extensive measurement data used to optimize the
maintenance of rail systems and make them more cost-efficient.

“Siemens is focusing on condition-based and predictive maintenance. The digital
monitoring of components and systems combined with the analysis of the resulting
Big Data by our system experts enables these experts to spot sources of problems
at an early stage. With the MRX Technologies Group, we are gaining a highly
competent partner for collecting a full spectrum of measurement data related to rail
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systems – as the basis of our central diagnostics system,” says
Johannes Emmelheinz, CEO of Siemens’ rail service business.

“Our goal is to offer our customers even higher system availability. We are
combining the digitalization of service-relevant data with the data analytics system
and expertise of Siemens – making a unique offering in the industry. Together, we
will lead the rail industry into the digital future,” says Jim Blair, Shareholder and
Managing Director of the MRX Technologies Group.

The predictive maintenance of rolling stock and rail infrastructure is gaining in
importance. Operators today demand hundred-percent availability of their rolling
stock and infrastructure, since failures cost money, cause delays and the annoyance
of passengers, transport purchasers and freight customers. Rail operators are
increasingly shifting responsibility for maintenance to the rolling stock
manufacturers. As a result, orders for new rolling stock are often coupled with longterm maintenance contracts, at times extending to the end of the planned
system lifecycle.

Siemens holds a leading position in the rail industry for supplying rolling stock,
infrastructure and services from a single source. As the first company in the rail
industry, Siemens operates a special center in Munich, Germany – the Mobility Data
Services Center. Masses of data continually collected and transmitted from rolling
stock and trackside equipment is analyzed in a central diagnostics system at this
center. On the basis of these analyses, early forecasts of system failures are made
and recommendations for acute or scheduled maintenance are sent to technicians
in the Siemens depots as well as to the operators.

This press release and further material is available at
www.siemens.com/press/digitalservices

Contact for journalists
Ellen Schramke
Phone: +49 30 386 22370; E-mail: ellen.schramke@siemens.com

Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/SiemensMobility
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For further information about the Mobility Division, please see:
www.siemens.com/mobility
Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 165 years. The company is active in more than
200 countries, focusing on the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest
producers of energy-efficient, resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power
generation and power transmission solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive
and software solutions for industry. The company is also a leading provider of medical imaging equipment – such as
computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as
clinical IT. In fiscal 2016, which ended on September 30, 2016, Siemens generated revenue of €79.6 billion and net
income of €5.6 billion. At the end of September 2016, the company had around 351,000 employees worldwide.
Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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